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Abstract
The influenee on a model - generated January climate of
various surface booadary coaditions.as well as initial conditions,
has been studied by using the CISS coarse-mesb climate model.
Four experiments - two with water planets, one with flat
continents. and one wtib mountains - were used to investigate
the effects of initial r.oaditiono . and the thermal and dynamical
effects of the surface on the model generated-climate. However.
climatological mean zonal-symmetric sea surface temperature (SST)
.is used in all four runs over the model oceans.Yoreover. zero
ground wetness and uniform ground albedo except for snow are used
In the last two experiments.
Ensemble means and their differences were used for eval'%at-
ion.	 The statistical significance of the results were determined
by using the student's t-test. 	 In addition. spherical harmonic
analysis was employed for further comparison.
Initial conditions appear to represent a minor problem in
climate simulation. it the first few months of the model-generated
climate are discerded
The addition of continental surfaces ;csults to a strong
thermal influence in the lower troposphere together with mass
exchanges between continents and oceans.
With the orograpby included in the last run. the model
produces both beneficial and detrimental effects as compared with
the observed climatology.
Introduction
IV
	
	 As discussed by Spar (1061) .general circulation models
(GCY's) including the GISS coarse-mesh (8x10 degrees) climate model
(Hansen.et al..1960).are often used to perform "prescribed change"
f	 experiments in which the atmospheric response to some alteration
I
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in solar radiation. surface boundary conditions or atmospheric
composition is calculated.In such expertmente.the specified change
In usually some perturbation of the basic constraints on the system.
and the computed response of the model may be weaker than the
background noise.
i
M	 The analysis of these experiments would undoubtedly be
i
aided by a better understanding of the ways in which the primary
climatological controls combine and interact to generate the
basic climatic state . It is also of interest to examine the
influence of initial	 conditions on the model climate simulations.
Using both space and time averaging of the model's output
in the analysis we may learn bow certain characteristics of the
large scale motion depend on	 surface conditions,even though the
model contains certain defects.
There are still many fundamental questions in general
circulation theory ,e.g.: What is the role of the semi-permanent
centers (polar cyclones and subtropical anticyclones) ? Why are
they located where they are ? How are the strengths and positions
of the mean planetary waves and Hadley cells aff p cted by the
I
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distribution of mountains and land ? How do the troposphere and
stratosphere respond to suface conditions in general?
Numerical climate models provide a tool that may help
to answer those questions . In fact, many numerical experiments
have been performed to improve our understanding of the theory
of the general circulation in the last two decades. For exc.mple.
Kasabara and Washington (1671) and Yanabe and Terpstra (1974).
have carried out numerical simulations to evaluate the thermal
and dynamical effects of orography on the general circulation of
the atmosphere. Of course, there are limits on bow well the GCY can
Imitate the real world but it is of interest to investigate the
GISS climate models' response to the various kind of surface condi-
Lions.
In this study,an attempt is made to compute the contributions
of various surface boundary conditions to the monthly mean states
generated by the 7- layer.9x10 CIS$ climate model(Hlansen et..1990).
For the purpose of the study.such obvious climate controls
as the shape and rotation of the earth.the solar radiatiou.and the
dry composition of the atmosphere are fixed, and only the surface
boundary conditions are altered in the varioub climate simulations.
3Model description
The	 GIBB model
	 of the global atmosphere is a
three-dimensional primitive equation model using spherical
geometry. The model
	 numerically solves the simultaneous
equations for conservation of mass , energy . and momentum.
and the equation of state. The numerical differencing
schemes for the dynamics are based on the work of Arakawa,
with a time step of 15 minutes. Radiative beating and
cooling are computed with a semi-implicit spectral
Integration which is accurate throughout the troposphere and
stratosphere and includes all significant atmospheric gases.
serosOlb. and cloud particles.
	 Cloud cover is computed by
the model.	 Convection mixes moisture. sensible beat. and
horizontal momentum in the vertical direction based on a
model which permits penetration to an arbitrary height. 	 The
ground temperature is computed with a method which provides
realistic simulation of both the diurnal variation of
temperature and seasonal beat storage.	 Ground moisture is
computed with a two layer model; the wetness of the upper
layer responds rapidly to evaporation and precipitation
while the deeper layer has a water holding capacity
appropriate for the root zone of the regional vegetation.
Snow depth is computed over land and ice w + th a simple moss
budget model.	 Fluxes of sensible beat, moisture, and
momentum between tb4- surface and atmosphere are obtained
from a drag-law formulation which employs a parameterization
of the Uonin-Obukhov similarity functions.	 Sea surface
temperature and sea ice coverage are specified seasonally-
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varying boundary conditions.
The model uses a grid of 24 points of latitude by 36
points of longitude. or about 6 x 10 degrees. This ucarso
borizontal resolution results in computing times an order of
magnitu..e less than normally emp:oyed in general circulation
models, allowing simulations of long time per.ods.
	
To
compensa..e for the great a istance between grid points. the
specified surface condition f:.r each grid point represents
appropriate fractions of land and ocean.
	 Interactions
between the surface and the atmosphere (radiation. momentum
transfer. and latent and sensible heat fluxes) are computed
separately for each surface type.
The seven vertical layers use a sigma coordinate, so
that tho ground is a coordinate surface. The top of the
dynamically active portion of the atmosphere is fixed at 10
mb; the atmosphere above is radiatively Interactive witb the
lower levels. with the temperature profile above 10 mb
determined by radiative equilibrium.
The CISS climate model(version 660) is used to run four expe-
riments in which the dynamic.radiation.and condensation routines
use about 40%.30%.12% respectively of the total computing time.
It takes approximately 2 hours of c.p.0 time on a 360/95 I®Y
com.Nuter for a monthly slmulation.while the surface routine
consumes only from 3-4R of the computing time.
It is already well known that the model's surface temperature
Is too high in the summer hemisphere and too cold in the winter
hemisphere over the continents.
5Experiments and ;arpose
i
Fovr perpetual January experiments were carried out
using the CISS coarse mesh model.Tbe model Is operated at , fixed
solar declination.specifically that of January 15. initialized on
January 1 and allowed to simulate either 15 or 25 sucessive Januar-
ies without going through the annual cycle.Furtbermore.tbe results
of the first 2 months of the first two experiments and the first 5
mentbu of the lash two runs are discarded as transients.
(I)	 Water planet experiment (run 1).
The first run is with a simple surface boundary condition with
to Lend or continents but with sea ice caps (3m thick) over the
Arctic and Antartic. A fixed set of zonally uniform sea surface
temperature(SST) at each grid latitude is prescribed by zonal
averaging of the climatological monthly mean SST for January.
The model is	 initialized with monthly mean zonal
values of the atmospheric history variables. including winds;
taken from an earlier 5-year model climate siuulation (Chris-
tidis and Spar. 1981) except for the surface pressure which is
assignee a globally uniform initial value of 1010 mb.Tbe model
is run for 15 Januaries.
I Six experiments have been conducted. Tbis paper describes the
first four experiments. The effects of surface physics and
zonal asymmetry or the SST on the model generated climate are
discussed by Cohen (1981).
6(II) Water planet experiment (run 0)
The second run uses the same surface boundary conditions
as run 1	 but different
	 initial condtions. The model is
initialized with globally uniform mean values of sigma level
specific humidities and temperatures.as well as a constant surface
pressure (1010 mb) and zero wind.This is referred to as a
" spin up " experiment. The model is again run for 15 •anuaries.
(I1I) Flat continents experiments (run 2)
The third run is a step closer to the real world by
superimposing geographically realistic but topographically flat
continents on the water planet with zero elevation above sea level.
uniform roughness length (0.3 m). zero water storage capacity.
an y' uniform surface albedo (0.14). The
	 zonal distribution of
sea ice and SST remain unchanged over the oceans.The initial
eo ditions are the same as the rater planet spin up experiment.
and the model is run for 25 months.
(IV)	 Mountains experiment (run 3)
The fourth run is with a relatively realistic smooth
topography in the model. The ground albedo is still kept uniform
over the continents,except where snow is calculated . and the
Rater storage capacity in this mountain run is also
	
zero.
The model in this case is initialized not only with a state
of rest, but also with completely dry isothermal atmosphere (273 K)
so that the model takes	 some time to generate its own humidity
and temperature distributions. The run is for 25 Januaries.
"A
TBy 411fereneing tee two water planet ensesble means of
borizontal and vertical fields. we can evaluate bow such the
Initial conditions influenced the model climate. Next. the ensemble
mean difference between 'flat continents' and 'water planet',
which are bared on identical initial conditions .represents
the influence of the flat land surface on the model climate.
Finally the ' mountain ' run minus ' flat continents ' run
reflects the role of topography on the model-generated climate.
Method of data analysis
The horizontal fields that we have used for analysis are
divided into two parts .	 Part i includes the horizontal maps of
500 millibar (mb) height (0500). sea level pressure (SLP), the mean
temperature in the layers between 1000-850 mb(T10-8) and 050-700mb
(T8-7). and the surface air temperature (SAT). In part ii .
	
the
sensible heat flux. evaporation, low cloud cover and precipitation
are shown. In addition. meridional cross sections of zonal means of
temperature and the three components of the winds are illustrated.
To supplement the subjective analysis of these fields. the
spectral components of the first three horizontal maps of part i
listed above are examined using the method of spherical harmonic
analysis described in Christidis and Spar (1981). Tables 1 and 2
list the degree (n) and order (m) of the ten leading harmonics (with
the exception of the 0.0 component, which represents the global mean
value ) of SLP. 6500 and 110-8 for runs	 1. 0, 2, and 3. For the
a.m-th barmomic. m is the zonal (longitudinal) wave number.wbile
m-m represents the number of nodal parallels. Also tabulated are
the amplitude (A). in physical units, and the phase angle (b), in
8degrees. of each harmonic.
As in Chervin ( 1990a.b )
	 tip, results are analyzed by
computing for each experiment.ensemble means and ensemble standard
deviations of the 19 or 20 Januaries. These statistics are then used
to calculate.witb the standard student'o t -test, the confidence
levels at which the ensemble means of each pair of experiments can be
judged to be significantly different. For details and definitions,
see Cohen (1991).
Contour maps and cross-sections of significance level are then
plotted with contour lines of .01. .06 . and multiples of 0.10. On
these maps and cross-sections. large continuous arear where the
differences between the ensemble means are significant at the 1%
level appear as clear ,teas. and areas where the differences are
not significant i.e.,where the "signal" cannot be seen through the
"noise",	 are generally covered with closely spaced contour lines
in multiples of .10. In a few cases .small clear areas appear in
regions that show no statistically significant difference, necess-
stating numerical labels on the contour lines.
The naps and cross-sections of significance levels should
be examined in conjunction with the maps of differences between
ensemble means, since there can . of course be no statistical
significance where the means are exactly equal. Statistical signi-
ficance is a result of a difference between two ensemble means that
Is large compared to the ensemble standard deviations; therefore.
there can be some cases where differences too small to be physically
Interesting are nevertheless statistically significant, and some
cases where very large difference are not significant.
rua3
b	 a.m	 A	 b
160 2.0 636 180
160 1.0 264 160
180 4.0 95.6 160
160 6.0 73 0
160 6.0 44 180
0 7.0 43 180
160 6.2 39 38
0 5.2 39 31
20 7.2 32 49
B5 5.3 31 236
Table I
Comparison of dominant spherical harmonic components
(B _: test for details)
Sea-level pres p ure (mb)
ram l	 rue 0	 rest	 rus3
m,m	 A	 b	 m,o	 A	 b	 not	 A	 b	 s,s	 A	 b
4 1 0 9.6 160 410 8.9 180 4,0 10.0 180 1,0 11.4 0
2.0 7.1 180 200 6.7 180 2.0 5.8 180 4.0 7.4 180
810 3.6 0 8,0 3.4 0 111 5.3 155 101 7.0 167
6 1 0 3.4 0 6.0 3.3 0 3,2 5.2 230 2.0 6.0 0
B.0 3.0 180 110 2.8 180 4.4 4.2 305 312 5.0 233
1.0 3.0 180 3.0 2.3 180 5.4 3.6 136 4.4 4.7 205
10.0 1.1 0 5.0 2.0 0 3.3 3.6 285 3.0 4.6 0
11 0 0 1.1 0 10.0 1.2 0 2.2 3.6 154 5.4 4.5 124
16.0 0.0 180 18.0 1.0 180 2.1 3.3 96 5.2 4.4 127
5.0 0.7 0 7,0 1.0 0 3.0 3.2 180 6.0 4.3 0
run	 1
a.a	 A b
2.0 791 180
1 1 0 129 180
4.0 62 160
7.0 45 180
8.0 39 1B0
8.0 31 180
6.0 29 0
15.0 21 0
5.0 15 180
10.0 13 0
500 mb height (meters)
run	 0 rua2
not A b a.m A
2.0 765 160 2.0 B8$
1.0 132 160 1.0 293
4.0 78 160 4.0 96
7.0 37 180 8.0 55
3.0 36 160 7.0 49
8 1 0 32 180 6.0 49
6.0 27 0 3.0 34
15.0 20 0 15.0 25
10.0 14 0 4.2 24
9.0 13 180 7.1 23
table t
Comparison of dominant spherical harmonic components
(lee text for details)
Temperature k^otweeo
	
1000	 and 850 mb	 (K)
run	 1 run 0 ruo2 run3
Dom A b o.m A b n.m A b o,m A b
2.0 35.7 180 2.0 35.0 180 &.0 48. 180 2.0 48.7 180
1.0 8.0 180 1,0 8.^ 180 1.0 17.8 180 1.0 19.4 180
7,0 4.1 180 7.0 4.0 180 3.2 5.5 38 3.0 8.2 180
5.0 3.5 180 5.0 3.5 180 4.4 5.0 124 4.4 5.5 10
8.0 3.0 180 3.0 3.0 180 810 4.0 180 1.1 5.3 5.3
3.0 3.0 100 810 2.9 130 1.1 4.4 344 3.2 5.2 55
4.0 2.3 180 4.0 2.2 180 4.2 4.1 359 5,4 4.8 320
15.0 2.2 0 15.0 2.2 0 7.0 3.9 180 8.0 4.7 180
17.0 1.9 0 17.0 1.9 0 j	 3.3 3.7 104 4,1 4.8 274	 {
14.0 1.9 0 14,0 1.8 0 3.1 3.4 246 5.2 4.3 319
I. The effects of initial conditions on water planet experiments: 	 9
differences between run 0 and run 1
The evolution of the two water planet elimatologies has been
described by Spar (1991! .
	 In this paper we discuss the mean
climatic states wbicb have been averaged from the last 13 months
of each water planet experiment.
Horizontal fields (part 1)
Although both runs began with different initial states,briefly
one (/1) with winds and meridional gradients( but uniform surface
pressure) and the other (00) with a horizontally uniform state of
rest, an mentioned prevfously. the results indicate that the model
generates alaost the same climatologies for the two runs. All mean
variables generally show a predominately zonal symmetric character,
as expected from the forcing by zonal symmetric surface boundary
conditions (the fixed zonal SST and uniform ice caps), although,
waves and cells are found ou the individual January mars.
Th<• mean Rea level pressure (SLP) maps of run 0
and run I (fig. la
 ) show general agreement in the zonal mass
distributions, although. there is more cellular structure in run I
than in run 0. probably due to the mutual adjustment of the initi-
ally unbalanced surface winds and pressure in run I. Likewise,
sto..zdard deviations of SLP computed from the 13 individual monthly
date of run 1 (fig-lb) show higher magnitudes(more fluctuations)
than run 0 .Differences between the two fields are shown in the
difference map (fig. lc) for the two runs,where dashed lines indi-
cate positive differences (higher SLP) and dotted lines denote
negative differences (lower SLP). The differences are generally
10
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less than S or 4 ab.9tudenCe t-test shows generally no statistical
significance for the differences between the means. except for a
few grid points in the Soutbern Heaisphere.
Yeridional profiles of the zonal mean SLP for both runs are
•bows in figure 14.(Nun 1 is indicated by solid lines,while astariske
denote run 0.) One can see the general agreement between the two
runs with a broad .near-equatorial low pressure belt centered at 4 N.
subtropical highs.subpolar lows wad an Antarctic high in both runs.
The minor differences between the two runs can be seen especially
over the polar ice caps. The climatological observed zonal mean SLP
profile is also shown in the same figure( heavy dash curve ). As
can be seen. there is generally good agreement of the water planet
SLP profile with the observed in most of the tropics, although
the magnitude is slightly lower.
Other mean horizontal variables . For example
	 geopo
tential height of 500 mb ( G500 ) and 700 mb surfaces
	 and mean
layer temperatures for
	 both runs . also show
	 predominantly zonal
symmetric structures. As noted by Spar(1901), those fields remain
nearly constant during the 15 months of run 1.rigures to-if
	
display
the meridional profiles of the zonal means of C500, the surface air
temperature (SAT) and SST.and the layer temperature (TH-7), respect-
ively. for both runs. The 500mb surface, in agreement with the tomp-
erature profile. shows a maximum height over the warm tropics and
decreasing heights toward the cold polar regions fur both runs. The
strength of the westerlies in both hemispheres (as indicated by they
gradient of geopotential ) is about the same , but the northern
westerlies occupy a broader region.
I 
The mean zonal $ST In figure le indicated by '_' signs is the
fixed surface boundary condition for all three experiments. Note
that the gradient of SST In the Northern Hemisphere is greater than
that of the Southern Hemispbere.However, It decreases at around EON.
and the SST at E7N reaches a minimum of 3.8 9C which is 4 degree
C warmer than at the same latitude In the Southern Hemisphere.
The mean surfa..•e air temperatures for both runs (denoted by the
solid lines for #1 and asterisks for /0) parallel the PST.especially
over the Southern Hemisphere.but are generally cooler than SST. for
example. at E7N. the SAT is about 4 0C cooler than the SST,iodicatiug
strong sensible beat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere. Another
striking feature in fig-It is the sharp decline of SAT of more than
30 degrees C between the ocean and the northern polar ice cap. At
bigber levels over the Notbern Hemisphere a more gentle temperature
gradient (fig. le) is found from the middle latitudes to the pole,
while the sharp temperature drop between the ocean and the ice
boundary is reduced to less than 10°C In the layer 860-700mb.
The mean difference maps for T8-7 and G500. (figs.lf to Ig)
both reflect, features similar to those found on the SLP map (fig.
lc). The surface air temperature differences (fig.lg) appear only
over the winter ice cap, and these are not statistically signifi-
cant. Overall.the standard deviations of all these variables show
generally higher values than their mean differences. Thus,the stud-
ent's t-tests are similar to that of SLP with no statistical signi-
ficance in general.
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1pherical harmonic analysis
1'6;r further objective comparison of horizontal fields.spheri-
eal barminic analysis was employed. Table 1 displays the first ten
leading harmonics of SLP and 6500. and Table 2 shows those for the
layer temperature from 1000-850 mb.
For both run 1 and 0. only zonal harmonics are found among the
too leading harmonies. which confirms the dominant zonal symmetric
character of the water planet climatology. Both runs generate very
similar large scale structures. For SLP (Table 1) the (4.0) and (2.0)
are the first two leading harmonice.botb with 180 degrees phase.
representing the equatorial low pressure. two subtropical highs.and
polar lows and the difference between the poles and equator.respect-
ively.Also the first 4 leading harmonics of SLP are nearly the same
for the two runs . and 5 of the 8 remitining harmonics appear in both
runs with the same phases and.with the exception of (5.0),nearly the
,jame amplitude. For the T10-8 , all 10 harmonics are virtually
Identical for the two runs, while for G500. the same is true for 8
of the first 10 terms. Except for SLP. the 1.0 harmonic appears as
either the second or third leading harmonic, indicating the warm
Southern Hemisphere.
Borizontal fields ( part II )
	 13
As discussed previously, the relatively warm ocean temperature
at STN provides a considerable amorist of surface beat flux to the
atmosphere in this region. as shown in figure lb for both runs.
Relatively rimor peaks can also be sees in both subtropical highs.
Overall, is the absence of any laud surface.sensible beat flux from
the surface seems to be a very small quantity in the water planet
experiments.due to the rapid adjustment of SAT to BST. On the other
band.evaporative beat flux from tbe ,ocean surface is a major source
of energy. From the meridional profile of zonal mean surface evapo-
ration (fig. lb ) .strong evaporation takes place around 27N. where
sinking air of the subtropical high is relatively dry. Trans-
ported by the surface trade winds to the equatorial region. this
moisture condense ► s out as it ascends. and the latent beat released
helps to drive the Hadley cell. as is well known. It should also be
mentioned that the amount of long wave thermal energy radiated from
the surface is also considerable . Unlike evaporation.which domina-
tes mainly over much of the tropics. it plays an important role
everywhere.especially in the Southern Hemispbere where evaporation
and sensible beat flux are small.
The mean zonal precipitation profile (fig.li) indicates a band
of maximum rainfall over 4N where the SST is a maximum.in agreement
with the results of Manabe et al. (1974).A secondary precipitation
raximum is found over 95N where the model generates some transient
eddies. A third band of convective rainfall can also be seen over
e7N. It is interesting to compare this water planet zonal precipita-
tion with the climatological precipitation over the Pacific Ocean as
recently calculated by Dorman and Bourke (1979) (fig. 11 ).
Although their data is for the whole winter season rather than Jan-
14
Gary alone, one can see the similarity of the band of maximum
precipitation at around 4N. The mean difference of precipitation
(fig.1j ) between two runs is generally less than a millimeter per
day Is the Northern Hemisphere and almost zero everywhere in the
Southern Hemisphere. with no statistical significance.
Yeridional cross-sections
-------------------------
Mean meridional cross-sections of the temperature (in degrees
C) of run 0 and 1 respectively. are shown in figure 1k . There are
no apparent differences between the two temperature cross-sections.
As noted by Spar (1681).the temperature cross-sections exhibit some
of the defects of the model simulation. The tropical tropopause is
too low and too warm. However. the tropospheric structure of the
model atmospbore is not unrealistic. The difference
	 between
the two cross-®ections(fig.11). shows temperature differences close
to zero in most of the troposphere. Differences of 1°C can be found
In both polar regions. but the high variances of both runs result in
no statistical significance in those regions. Nevertheless.in  higher
southern latitudese.	
e
latitudes( e.g.. Went 51S ) temperature difference of 0.5 C
can be found near the 500 mb level.This is the same zonal area where
large residual differences are located. as seen earlier in the mean
difference maps.The student's t-test verified the existence of sig-
nificance for the differences in this area.Therefore. a time series
of temperatures at this point was made to see whether this zonal
mean difference could be due to the difference of the first few
months. As can be seen from figure 11 at the end of the first month
run 0 (solid line) shows a warmer temperature (more than 2 0C higher)
than run I. After 2 mouths.the two temperatures are much closer.and
It seems reasonable to have deleted the first 2 months as transients
before averaging. Aowever,oscillations begin to occur after the
month. •itb zonal mean differences of h eC appearing in the Otb
and 15tb months. both curves tend to return to the condition of the
first south.Thus this say indicate. at least over the 15 perpetual
January period from which the 13-year mean was computed. that the
effect of initial states may be of some minor importance in the
climate simulation.
Yeridional cross-sections of the zonal wind (in tenths of
meters per second.abbr. m/sec) for run 0 and 1 are shown in fig. lm.
Solid lines indicate westerly components-From inspection, the two
cross-sections show considerable similarity.witb the exception of
the equatorial easterlies which appear in the stratosphere of run 1.
The mean difference cross-sections (fig.lo ).shows differences of
e m/sec in this region-The standard deviations of run 1 (fig.ln)
In this region are Zenerally less than 3m/sec. and the differences
are found to be statistically significant over this area. 	 A time
series of the mean zonal wind at 32 mb over the Equator is plotted
and shown in figure to . Run 1 ( dashed line ) was initialized
with excessively strong equatorial stratospheric easterlies as
compared to run 0 (solid line), as indicated by the results for
the first month. It took almost 5 Jauuaries for the zonal winds in
run 1 to reach a magnitude close to that of run 0. Furthermore,
there are indications that in both runs. the easterlies tene to
diminish further in the last 3 months of simulation.
Cross-sections of the zonal mean meridional wind components
(in units of tenths of m/sec)for run 0 and	 1 are shown in figure !p.
Solid curves are drawn for positive (southerly) components and dot-
ted curves for negative (northerly) components. The convergence of
the low-level trade winds toward an ITCZ at 4N and divergence aloft
clearly defines thr.• Hadley cell-The circulation in the northern part
16
of the cell is more uniform and stronger than that in the south. A
weak convergence at the surface can also be seen over 67N where the
subpolar low is located. The mean difference of the two neridional
wind cross-sections (fig. iq ) shows generally a small difference.
mostly at the surface. and also some minor variaU oos in the Hadley
circulation over the tropics.
The mean cross-sections of vertical wind iir run 0 and run 1
are shown in figure Ir. One can so. clearly the strong upwa. o -potion
(solid curves) at 4N and a strong sinking motion (dotted curves) to
the northern tropics and subtropics for both runs. However. much
weaker sinking is Uiund in the southern branch where the air is
prevented from further subsidence because of strong diabatic beat-
ing as well as a weak low level surface convergence at 27S. The
zonal mean difference cross-section of vertical motion (fig•lq )
again stows only a minor change in the Hadley cell.as  well as in the
polar reglon.as a result of different initial conditions. The maxi-
mum differences are generally an order of magnitude smaller than
the maximum vertical velocities themselves. Again, student's t-test
shows no significant difference.
11. The thermal effects of flat dry continents: differences between 17
run 2 and run 0
As described by Spar (1061).the model In the perpetual January
sods,
 produces excessive $ooty
 accumulation over the continents of the
Northern Hemispbere,as well as a somewhat unrealistim continental
snow lure, especially in run 2 . Nowever,tbe later does stablize
between about JON and 45N and the model does not produce catastrop-
hic glaciation of the Northern Hemisphere. Than the averaging of
the last 20 months of run 2 may be used to represent the mean
climatology of the flat dry continents model.
Horizontal fields (part i)
In higher latitudes north of 85N over continents, the SAT of
run 2 (11g.. 2a) shows a band of extremely cold temperature (-40eC).
the result of no insolation and insufficient warm advection. Over
northern Greenland, temperature as low as -55 legrees can be seen.
The snow line on the northern continents corresponds to ap p roximate-
ly the zero (0c) isotherm (solid lines) of the SAT. The accumulation
of snow on the flat dry continents has significantly increased the
ground albedo. as compared to the water planet, by 10% over 35N to
almost 70% at higher latitudes. In contrast. temperatures as high
as 35°C can be found over the tropical and southern continents due
to direct beating of the ground. Over the oceans. the SAT map shows
generally zonal isotberme .which indicate the strong influence of
the SST.
The layer temperature from 1000-950mb (not shown) reflects a
similar pattern. In general, over the ocean.tbe temperature of this
layer is a few degrees (e.g.. 3°C) colder than SAT. Conversely.temp-
erstures more than 10°C higher than SAT are found over the cold
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morthern continents, indicating a very stable lapse rate.wbile over
southern continents, temperatures at least 9°C higher than SAT are
found. In the higher layer from 060-700mb , the horizontal TO-7
gradiest (fig. Is) in the Northern Hemispbere,ts such weaker than
is the lower layer. However, the warming influence of the tropical
and southern continents has spread over the adjacent ocean. as can
•	 be seen by the 286K isotberm.Tble warming is saiuly due to the flow
around the southern subtropical highs at the 700 or 600 mb level.
Here .energy in the form of latent and sensible beat is transported
from land to ocean. As the hot continental air flows over relative-
ly cool ocean low clouds form over many parts of the ocean.
Further evaluation of the thermal influence of the flat dry
continents can be made using the temperature difference maps for
SAT and T6-7 in figures 2b to 2c .which are accompanied by maps
Illustrating the significance levels of the mean differences. we
can clearly see the warmer temperatures over the southern continents
and colder temperatures over the continents of the Northern Hemi-
sphere. Furtbermore.tbe significance maps for both levels indicate
that significant differences exist over the continents. 'cbe temp-
erature differences over the northern continents decrease markedly
with increasing beight,but the influence of the cold Eurasian land
mass on TO-7. which extends eastward off the coast of Japan, is
greater than that of North America. The thermal influence of
the continents over the Southern Hemisphere oceans, noted
above with respect to SAT.also appears in the mean difference
and significance maps for TS-7. For example. significant mean
differences of about ♦2 0C cover the South Atlantic as well as many
parts of the Pacific and Indian Oceans.
k
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Without orograpble effects, the SLF of ran 2 (fig.24 ) above a
relatively weak pressure gradient and a generally smooth pattern.Tbe
Canadian and Siberian higba are centered around 35N,wbere the latter
bas a maximum SLP of 1025 mb and extends eastward to the ocean. A
small but weak Aleutian low is detectable in the Bering Strait, and
the Icelandic low.witb central pressure about 905 mb,stretcbes from
west of Iceland to western Scandisavia.Botb lows are confined to the
southern boundary of the north ra polar ice cap. Low SLP is found
over all three warm southern continente.wbere low level conversance
from the ocean takes place. At the same time, divergence aloft,
which transports air masses back to the adjacent oceans, maintains
the subtropical highs over the southern oceans.
The mass exchange between the continents and oceans can best be
examined in terms of the mean difference of SLP ('ig.2e ) and the
corresponding significance map-Again. the dominant features of a
Siberian high,	 southern continental lows.and subtropical highs are
all reflected in these maps. However.the Canadian high is very weak
and barely significant over much of the area. Furthermore. a tongue
of significantly negative pressure difference of 4 mb extends from
soutb west of Iceland towards the northeast. and stretches eastward
over much of the northern polar ice cap. Also an area of signifi-
cantly lower pressure can bt found over the cool ocean west
of the United States.
The mean zonal SLP profile of run 2 (dashed lines) is shown in
figure Id. As compared with run 0 (asterisks). it shows slightly
higher pressure north of 30N and lower pressure over the northern
polar region. as discussed earlier. The continental beating effect
has also induced a generally lower pressure over the southern trop-
ics. with the minimum shifted to around 20S. This SLP profile is
I
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still such too low in blither northern lAtitudes,while the reverse
is true over either southern latitudes, as compared to the observed
SLP. The locations of maximun subtropical high pressure in both
hemispheres generated by the model (botb run 0 and t) are slightly
poleward of the observed peaks, and the northern subtropical high
Is still relatively low.
The 500 mb heights in run 2 (fig. 24) show a generally zonal
symmetric character outside the tropics in both hemispberes. A very
weak trough over Japan and also a weak cadge over the north Atlantic
Ocean can barely be seen. The southern subtropical highs centered
over the three continents now extend over much of the oceans. as
discussed earlier. Unlike the 700 mb surface, the subtropical highs
at 500mb are generally weaker and broken into individual cells. The
hydrostatic effects of the cold northern (winter)continents and warm
southern (summer) continents on tht! 500 mb surface are reflected in
the mean difference and significance map (fig-2f). The decrease
(increase) in 500mb height over northern (southern) continents
results in stronger westerlies in both hemispheres. Significant
warm effects over the tropical and southern oceans are also reflect-
ed in this 500mb height difference map.
Spherical harmonic analysis
With the presence of longitudinal variations. zonal wave
cumber* (m) greater than zero are expected to appear in the spheri-
cal harmonic analysis. However. from the calculations for SLP.G500
and 710-8 (Tables 1 and 2). the first two or more leading harmonics
are basically the same as for the water planet runs and are still
dominated by the zonal symmetric components (m equal to zero)
despite the increased influence of small scale cellular patterns.
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►or SLF of rwa t, the ease (4.0 and 2 9 0) tonal symmetric
harmonics (both witb a pt,ase of 160 degrees) are still the two lead-
ing harmonics as in rem 0. Under the influence of mass exchanges
between the continents and oceans, tonal wave numbers of 1.2.3.aod
4 haws begun to opg:ar among the rest of the seven leading harmonics.
For example. the third harmonic (1.1). represents the dominance of
the Asiatic aotieycloae, followed by the (3.2) harmonic which
Indicates the Siberian and Canadian high pressure cells. with
reversal of phase in the Southern Hemisphere. Preceded by two bar-
tonics with zonal wave number of 4 the (3.3) harmonic reflects the
3-cell structure in the Southern Hemisphere. Finally. the tenth
harmonic component is a zonal symmetric harmonic (3.0) with phase
angle 180 degrees . which reflects the relatively high pressure
around Antarctica and a relatively low pressure over the Arctic.
For G500. the order of the first tbree leading harmonics.
(2.0). (1,0). (4,0). remains the same as in run 0. But the large
scale effect of cold continents in the Nothere Hemisphere. together
with beating over the tropics . has dramatically increased the
amplitudes of these harmonics. From the fourth to eighth harmonics
of run 2, all are zonal symmetric componente.These are generally the
same harmonics as in run 0 except for s,'+;;e change in order as well
as increasing magnitude. Not until the ninth harmoric.(4.2). in the
table of 6500 is there any reflection of the weak long wave troughs
and ridges in the Northern Hemispt re. Thus. we can conclude that
the influence of fiat dry continents on C500 is very weak.
Similarly. the first two harmonics of T10-S in run 2 are
still the same zonally symmetric components as in run O.For example,
the (2,0) harmonic reflects the temperature contrast between the
pales and equator, and the (1.0) represents the temperature differ-
ence between the two hemispheres. As we can see from the table.
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the extremely cold Northern Hemisphere in run 2 results in a tripl-
ing of the amplitude of the (1.0) harmonic. The third larSest
harmonic (9.2) indicates the zonal pattern of two relatively warm
oceans and two cold continents in the Northern Hemispbero. but with
a reversal of phase in the Southern Hemispbere. This is followed by
the (4.4) harmonic which indicates four relatively warm and cold
meridionel bends with no nodal parallels.
horltostal fields (part 11)
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Is run I. sensible beat fluty (fig. ft ) to anotber energy
source when continental surfaces are introduced. 1loutb of 3oN. all
eostlsestf contribute significant amounts of feasible beat, except
for Antarctica. Is uortbers bigh latitude casttsests, surface air
temperatures are generally higher than the ground temperatures.
resulting is no feasible beat trassfor to the atmosphere. For
example, is nortbors Siberia anti Greenland. $A`f (not shown) is
even E°C higher than the gronnd temperature On the other band,
extremely cold polar air from the itiborlan and Canadian highs flow
tag over the relatively ware occaus causes strong upward sensible
bunt flux along the east coasts of the northern eostlnouts. over
Ireland and the Hering Sew. 	 the SAT is even 4 0 C colder than the
ocean temperature. Thus .more sensible beat is released from ocean
surfaces to food and maintain
	
the Icelandic and Aleutian lows.
In run 9, a third of the surface area of the water planet is
now occupied by a dry flat surface with no evaporation and no water
storage	 Obviously, the Slobal hydrological cycle has boon modified
duamaticall y .espocially over the Northern Homisphore 	 Similar to The
sensible boat flux. the evaporation is restricted to cortalu gaog
rapbicol locations (fig Ug).Stroug enhanced evaporation takes place-
ovor the western parts of both the North Pacific and Atlantic
Oroans, where dry. cold air originates from the Siberlan and Caned
tan bighs	 However. the evaporation over the northwestern Pacific
is far more tatenso ( p mm>day) and a tongue of high evaporation
extends across the northern Pacific along 3DN. In the water planet
runs, this latitude zone Is also whore the highest evaporation
(bow / da y ) took place.
In general, evaporation is high over the tropical oceans.
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Strong oceanic evaporation can also be found over the western edge
of the southern continents at around 303 where dry subsidence takes
place in tbG subtropical highs. Figure 21 shows the mean difference
and significance of the evaporation between run 2 and 0. The posi-
tive evaporation change off the Best coast of the U.8 is generally
Insignificant as a result of the weaker influence by the Canadian
high as compared to the colder ani drier Siberian high. But the
increase of 2 mm/day in evaporation is significant over the higher
northern latitudes of the Atlantic Ocean. Finally. an  increase
(,.ecrease) of oceanic evaporation over the west (east) coests of
the southern continents around 30S can be seen, as noted above.
The low cloud cover (in percent) generated by the flat conti-
nents model is shown in figure 2h . Over the tropical and southern
coutinents,formation of low clouds is completely supressed.This may
be due to the low level stability which the model generates,as dis-
cussed earlier, as well as to the absence of soil moisture and
evaporation. Over the oceanic areas. on the other hand. 40 percent
or more low cloud cover can be found along the coastal regions on
both sides of the tropical and southern continents. Low clouds
appear over the Pacific Ocean southwest of Peru, in the Gulf of
Guinea, southwest of the Canary Islands in the Atlantic, and south
of Indonesia. All these regions are located downstream of areas of
maximum oceanic evaporation.
Over the South Atlantic Ocean and South of 25S in both the
Pacific and Indian Oceans, large areas of 20% or more stratus cloud
can be found. associated with relatively warm moist air flowing over
the cooler oceans. Within these low clouds regions, latent beat of
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condensation is released to the surroundings when the clouds are
formed. Clouds also alter the beating and cooling due to absorption,
reflection and scattering of solar and thermal radiation. for inst-
ance, the difference and significance saps of the planetary albedo
(sot abown) indicate a significant 5% increase over the low cloud
regions in the Southern Hemisphere. In compensation for the loss of
short wave radiation,tbe low clouds trap long-wave thermal radiation
below as well as sensible beat carried by the circulation from the
continents The not thermal effect of the low clouds is a slight
warming of the lower atmosphere.
Over the tropical Pacific and Indian Occaus, very little low
cloud cover is seen, while in higher latitudes of the Northern Hemi-
sphere. low cloud cover of 30% or more can be found over the oceans
as well as on the snow covered continents.
The difference and significance maps (fig. 2j) also reflect
the general increase of low cloudiness over the entire globe.except
for the negative effect of the tropical and southern continents.
Highly significant increases of low cloud cover over oceanic regions
around latitude 30S can be found.e.g. north of New Zealand,south of
Australia,aod southeast of Madagascar and Brazil. A 25% increase of
the low cloud cover can also be found over the Great Lakes region
In North America. Evaporation from the snow surface may also cont-
ribute to the significant increase of the low cloud cover over
Eurasia and North America. Strong evaporation over the Aleutian
region and south of the Icelandic low also results in more low
cloud cover over the ocean. Furthermore. cool moist oceanic air
flowing over cold northern continental coastal and island areas
causes stratus clouds to form, for example, over Alaska and around
the Baltic Sea.
In general, the continental surfaces not only create monsoonal
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mass exchanges with the oceass but also cauue the formation of
clouds which Anteract with the energy and hydrological cycles of
the climate system.
The mean daily precipitation map of run 2 (fig-2b) shows
Severally dry conditions. with rainfall less than 2 mm/day.over the
continents In the Northern Hemisphere. In contrast.enhanced precipi-
tation areas are found over the adjacent oceans in the northwestern
part of both the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. extending in a north-
easterly direction to higher latitudes over the Aleutian and Iceland-
ic regions. Similar to the evaporation pattern in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. a tongue of precipitation ( A mm/day) stretches across the
Pacific Ocean at around 35N. Heavy convective precipitation of more
than 6 mm/day is found over the equatorial Amazon in South America
with the rainbeit elongated to the southeastern coast of Hrazil.The
NT to SE orientation of this rainbelt Is a direct result of warm
moist air from the Northern Hemisphere meeting cooler air flowing
around the subtropical high off the coast of Chile.(Note that the
Andes are absent in run 2. otherwise. there would be a diverting
effect on the flow.) Two rainfall maxima can also be seen just to
the north and south of the Equator in Africa. In Australia. a small
area of moderate precipitation can also be found south of the Gulf
of Carpentaria. Over the tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans.
precipitation up to 4mm/day is found.
The difference and significance maps of precipitation (fig-2k)
show clear statistical significance for the positive precipitation
differences over South America.but somewhat lower significance
levels for the differences over Africa and Australia. A dry zone is
also seen over the southern continents around 25S because of the
subtropical high presure areas. The model did produce realistic
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features such as the dry Hors of east Africa (Somalia) and the dry
Sahara desert. The embaeced precipitation east of Japan and south
of the Aleutian and Icelandic lows are all significant. Over the
equatorial Atlantic sad Pacific ocean regions. the existence of the
flat dry continents seems either to suppress precipitation or to
save it southward from the maximum rainfall zone which is located
at 4N on the water planet. This effect can also be seen in the
zonal profile of precipitation (fig. li).
Yeridional cross-sections
The meridional temperature cross-section of run 2 (11g.21)
Is Qualitatively similar to that of run 0 under direct visual comp-
arison. However. the difference and significance cross-sectionn
(fig. 2m) reveal numerous areas of significant difference. The low
level continental cold source of northern high latitudes is clearly
seen and supports the horizontal temperature fields discussed earl-
ier. Furthermore .temperatures 2 to 4 o C cooler can also be found
over the northern polar stratosphere in run 2 Over the southern
tropics. significant warming below 600mb is seen. mainly the result
of strong ground beating as well as latent heat release . both of
which are smaller on the water planet.
At higher levels. the thermal influence has gradually
propagated both southward and upward.and is related to the southern
Hadley circulation. The colder northern continents have caused the
troposphere and tropopause to lower and cool around 33N in run 2 .
while warming up to 3 0C has taken place in lower stratosphere. This
warming is mainly due to strong adiabatic compression of sinking
air from high levels where the northern Hadley cell converges with
a weak stream of northerly wind from high latitudes.
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The mean cross-section of zonal wind for run 2 is shown in
figure 21. With the presence of the flat eontinente.dominant easter-
lies are now found over much of the tropies.increasing in speed with
height. The existence of the easterlies has also created a 4trong
gradient of zonal winds in the southern tropice.wbile the location
of the maximum westerly jet still remains at 313 as in the water
planet. In the Northern Hemispbere.tbe zonal westerlies are genera-
lly stronger at high latitudes.
Again. the influence of the beat and cold sources on the zonal
circulation may best be illustrated by the difference and signifi-
cance cross-sections (fig. 2n).Tbe strong westerlies at latitude
313 and 16N are readily seen to be the result of warm tropical
continents. although the northern circulation is somewhat less
significant. At 18S, a significant difference of 18m/sec is found.
This is mainly caused by a reversal in direction.with easterlies
Induced by land in run 2 replacing the westerlies in run 0. The
adiabatic warming region (35N), as discussed in the temperature
difference cross-section. also causes weaker stratospheric wester-
lies in agreement with the thermal wind relationship. Furthermore,
the cooler stratosphere and colder troposphere have strengthened
the westerlies significantly in the Northern Hemisphere.
The cross-section of meridional wind of run 2 (fig.2o) shows a
shift of low level convergence from 4N in run 0 to around 16S.Thus
the principal effect of the flat continents is to induce the ITCZ
to move southward over the heated land surfaces. The symmetric
pattern of the Hadley circulation found in the water planet run is
now broken into a dominant northern cell, which extends farther
south, and a weak southern branch. In northern high latitudes,
It
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around 70N.tbe surface southerly wind of ran 0 is missing in ran 2.
This is mainly due to the cancellation between the southerly winds
over the continents and the northerly winds over the ocean. In the
lower stratosphere near 55N a northerly wind is found.lu connection
with the low level convergence at 55N (also see the cross-section
of vertical wind). this forms part of a weak indirect circulation.
The difference cross-section of meridional wind for run 0 and
2 is shown in figure 2p. The solid isotacbs indicate stronger
southerly (weaker northerly) wind and the reverse is shown by
dotted isotachs. Clearly. the southward shift of the ITCZ is
generally significant. In the stratosphere over 55N - 70N. a band
of significantly stronger northerly wind (S cm/sec) is found (not
seen in the difference cross-section). and again this is an indicat-
ion of the indirect circulation of run 2.
Unlike the vertical velocity cross-section for the water
planet, with a single ascending column at 4N and with maximum speed
of 6.6 cm/sec. the cross-section of run 2 (fig. 20 ) shows two
distinct ascending branches of the Hadley circulation.one at 4N and
the other at 12S. However.the maximum upward speed for both branches
is reduced by almost half compared to run 0 due to the zonal averag-
ing of the rising motion over land and the descending motion over
the adjacent oceans. The southern branch of the ascending region is
wider than the northern branch. and much of the air in the lower
convergence level originates from the trade winds of the Northern
Hemisphere. (Also see the meridional wind cross-section.) Aloft.
much of the air mass is diverted back to the north. enhancing the
strong dominant circulation of the northern Hadley cell. To the
north. the rising motion in the northern branch is due to the beat-
ing of the African continent and small portion of the tropical
1113
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oceans. Weaker ascending motion can also be seen at e7 degrees over
both hemispheres whom►
 the subpolar lows are located.
The meau difference and significance cross-sectiona (fig.2q)
clearly indicates a southward shift of the Hadley cell. Dotted
lines denote either weaker rising or stronger sinking motion and
solid lines either stronger rising or weaker sinking motion. The
significance of stronger ascending motion in the southern branch and
stronger descending motion to the south ( at 953) is clearly seen.
Weaker rising motion in the northern Hadley cell and weaker sinking
motion at 25N are all reflected in the difference cross-section.
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III. The thermal and dynamical effects of terrain and mountain barr-
lore: differences between run 3 and run t
In this experiment (03). realistic topography in incorporated
Into the coarse-meth model. Figure 3a illustrates the topography of
tee model in geopotential meters. It may be helpful to distinguish
the terrain effects into two types. First, the general uplift of
continents above sea level. or " plateau " effect . produces
elevated cold (winter.bigb latitude) and warm (summer.low latitude)
sources. Second. there are mountain barrier effects.which may be
further subdivided according to the orientation of the mountains
Into north-soutb "Cordilleran" barriers to zonal flow and east-west
"Alpine-Himalayan" barriers to meridional flow.
The dry isothermal initialization of this experiment may
hinder somewbat the evaluation of the orograpbic effect when
compared to run 2. However. as we shall see. after several montbs,
the model seems to forget its initial state. Averaging the last 20
months of the mountain experiment thus provides a climatology that
Is comparable with that of run 2.
Horizontal fields (part i)
Figures 3a to 3b display the surface air temperature (in°C )
and layer temperatures from 1000-850 mb and from 850-700 mb (both
In K) of run 3.	 At the surface . the most obvious difference
Is seen over Antarctica where the ground albedo (not shown) as
compared to run 2. increased by almost 30%. 	 In the layer 1000-850
mb.tbe TIO-8 of run 3 sbows a pattern similar to that of run 2. but
more irregular. with wave-like isotherms and high temperature
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gradient q
 over Asia. North America and Greenland. It aust,of course.
be noted that such of the Hamalayas, the Tibetan plateau. Greenland.
and the Sierra. Andes. and Rocky mountain barriers are higher than
this layer.so that T10-8 to those areas bas no physical meaniog.and
represents only an artificial extrapolation based on the surface air
temperature. Unlike T10-8. the irregular pattern and temperature
gradient of T8-7 has diminished gradually. Again, it must be
recognized that some mountainous areas Its above the 700mb lerel.
Nevertheless. the effects of the elevated beat sources of the Andes.
African highlands and Australia,together with their influence over
the tropical oceans . can be found by comparison of the TO-7
isotherms of runs 3 and 2 (figs 3b and 2a ).
Further understanding of the role of topography in
redistributing the thermal sources and sinks can be obtained from an
examination of the difference and significance maps of SAT,T10-8.
and T8-7 (figs. 3c to 3e ,respectively) for run 3 and 2. In
figure 3c .significantly cooler SAT is found over the southern
continents due to the high elevation-For instance. in South America
a temperature difference of -5 a 
	
over Peru is due to the high
altitude of the Andes. However.a large temperature difference (-4°C)
Is	 also found in southern Brazil at 	 a	 lover elevation.
	 A
significant increase 	 of convective precipitation and ! 15:
increase of cloud cover due to the topography are found in this
region.Thus . the reduction of the insolation is probably the main
cause of the cooling in this area. That these cooling effects are
confined to the surface layers may be inferred from the difference
and significance maps of T10-8 and T8-7 (figs. 3d And 3e ), which
show practically no significant differences between runs 3 and 2.
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Negative SAT differences are also found from central to
southern Africa. where the magnitude of cooling is slightly greater
than in the Andes. This is probably a result of the larger area
coverage of the African highlaods. despite the lower elevation.
Similarly. small but detectable cooling of SAT can also be found in
the elevated northwestern part of Australia.
It is interesting to note that the belt of cooler SAT is not
log-ited over the Ethiopian highlands of Africa (see topograpby map,
fig.3a) but appears farther north in the Sudan. Again, this surface
cooling may be explained by roterring to the surface winds of
run 3 (11g.3f). which indicate a more northerly flow of cooler air
from the Mediterranean Sea.Tbat this is a surface future can be
seen by comparing it with the maps for T10-8 and T8-7 . where no
significant differences appear.	 On the other band, the elevatei
heat source of the Ethiopian highland to the south is vividly seen
In these two layers, and it also extends westward to the southern
Sahara desert.
From the difference maps of T10-8 and T8-7. the Andes region
of South America is seen to be the most intense elevated heat source
among the three southern continents. With the presence of orograpby.
there is a significant westward spreading of the thermal influence
to the	 adjacent oceans at around 25S over the three southern
continents , which	 is related to the circulation around the
subtropical bigbs.Farther south. around 35S. eastward spreading of
beating effects over the ocean can be found on the east side of the
continents as a result of the westerlies.
Over the Himalayas . including Tibet, the SAT difference map
indicates a high elevated cold source. surrounded by areas of warmer
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temperatures. For example, in eastern China , a positive SAT
difference of 0 0  is found. This is apparently an indirect
effect of the Himalayas.which cause the Siberian high to shift to
the north. Consequently. the anticyclonic flow is now onshore in
run 3 over the south-eastern China (see surface wind of run 2 and
). For much the same reason. higher values of SAT and T®-7 can
be found to the north and west of the Tibetan Plateau in run 3.
The snow cover in the northern part of Afghanistan is absent in
run 3. Furthermore, this high elevated region has experienced an
Increase of convective cloud of more than 10%.
Farther north over the continents. the SAT and layer temper-
atures show significantly colder temperatures partly due to higher
elevation in Siberia, the Sierras. and Greenland. In addition, the
mountain barriers also act to block warm advection, so that even
lower level surfaces also show colder temperatures. Again, the fact
that the initialization may have caused a minor residual effect
needs to be considered. Finally , significantly warmer values of
SAT.T10-8, and Te-7 can be seen over Aluska and around Iceland.where
warm advection from the oceans to the south is taking place.
As pointed out earlier.the isothermal and.more importantly.
dry initialization for run 3 certainly has an impact on the model-
generated climatology. Insufficient moisture and clouds, during the
first few mouths .cause extremely cold temperatures to develop over
much of the high northern latitudes. However, with advection of
moisture and heat. from lower latitudes later on. these initially
cold conditions undergo a change. In order to see how the initial
state affects the later months. time series of T10-6 were made for
several grid points. Particularly, those along latitude 67N will be
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shown,further subdivided Into 3 major groups :(i) morthweet(170>t) and
northeast (1601) of Alasha,(il) extreme northwestern USSR or east
of Scandinavia ( longitudes of 309 and 60t), and (III) northern and
northeastern Siberia (longitudes 1009,1209.1409,1609). Regions (1)
and (11) are shown in figure 38 and region (III ) in figure 3b.
Dashed lines denoted run 2 and solid line represent run 3 at the
same grid points. The topography of all the grid points Iles below
the 650 mb level for run 3.
In the first month of run 2. a monthly mean T10-6 close to
270K is found in all three regions along 07N (including those grid
points not shown in the figure), a direct result of the relatively
warm moist initialization. In the following two months .temperatures
in all three regions fell by more than 16K .except for the location
at 806 )f region (i). where the change was smaller because of its
location in open water. During the rest of the run, all locations
exhibit realistic interaunual fluctuations with temperatures colder
than the first month.
In the first month of run 3 . a more erratic and colder temper-
ature	 distribution is found under the influence of the dry
Isothermal ini • ial condition, as well as topography. For example. a
large temperature difference can be found between the location of
regions (i) and (ii). However, a more uniform temperature of around
260K can be seen in region (iii) in the first month. Starting in the
second or third month of run 3 . all grid points show a sudden
cooling. but most dramatically over region (iii) with a 30K to
almost 50H drop. However, in the following moutbs,temperatures in
all regions start to climb steadily. In region(i), slightly warmer
temperatures than in run 2 can be seen as the effect of warm
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advection from the Aleutian low . while in reSion(ii) and (iii).
temperatures are either colder or cooler than in run 2. In region
(iii) over northern Siberia, large amplitude fluctuations are found.
From the small data sample shown above,it is apparent that the
dry isothermal initialisation of run 3 does result in very rapid
radiational cooling in btgb northern latitudes during the first two
months of the model bletory.wbile in run 2. the moist isothermal
Initialization allows a smaller cooling rate to take place. However.
after the first two months of run 3. as evaporation moistens the
model atmosphere , the temperature rises rapidly. within a few
months, the temperature of run 3 . like that of run 2, begins to
fluctuate around a long-term mean value that is well below the
initial temperature . but considerably warmer than the extremely
low temperature reached in the second or third month. Thus , it
appears that the lor ► g-period average temperature of the model
atmosphere after the first few months is virtually independent of
the initial state.
The sea-level pressure map for run 3 (fig.31) @bows a more
Irregular pattern and larger gradients than run 2. with orography.
the Siberian high is now shifted nortbeastward and broken into cells
over the elevated cold areas. Similarly, the Canadian high has also
migrated to the northwest	 . Unrealistic high SLP appears over
Greenland.probably due to the method of reduction to SLP. A weak but
closed cold low can be found in the southeastern Gulf of Alaska. The
Icelandic and	 Aleutian lows are now located to the south of
Greenland and over the Kamchatka Peninsula.respectively. Although
the Aleutian low is more intense and better organized than in run 2.
the pressure is still somewhat higher than observed.
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Over Antarctica. low SLP is seen between longitudes zero and
VOE, where the bigbest elevation is fouod.Io the tropical Pacific
sod Indian Oceans. SLP is generally lower than in run E. This small
difference does not appear in the difference sap (fig-3j). but its
significance is clearly seen. In addition. the Bolder temperature of
run 3 in northern high latitudes is also reflected in the higher
pressure on the difference map. Similarly. the retreat of the
Siberian high to the north and its replacement by a generally lower
SLP here resulted in a total decrease of SLP of more than 6 mb in
southern Asia. The significant sea level pressure decreases over
the elevated African highlands and the Andes are also well depicted.
The mean zonal SLP profile of run 3 is shown in figure id and
denoted by the number 3. Io the tropics, the elevated beat source
has lowered the	 SLP relatively to the water planet and flat
continents experiments, and thus farther from the observed values.
(Even allowing water storage and evaporation to take place over the
continents still only raises the pressure slightly in the tropics.)
On the other hand. It is very encouraging to see the increase in SLP
In the Northern Hemisphere in run 3.which brings it closer to the
observed protile.However. the presence of the arbitrary northern ice
cap has made the polar pressure somewhat too high. The magnitude of
the subtropical high in both hemispheres is in better agreement
with the observed pressure profile. but still too far poleward.
especially in the north	 .Finally. a serious model problem can be
found in southern polar latitudes (e.g. 67S) where the SLP of the
model is much too high compared to the observed profile. even with
oregrapby.
With topography included. the 500mb map of run
shows many wave-like structures in contrast to the more zonal
symmetric character of run 2. For example. perturbations can be
found over the high elevated area of Antarctica. In southern high
latitudes, the pattern of G500 is basically similar to that of run 2
because of the strong influence of the oceans. Nevertheless, small
"wiggles" in the pattern can be seen off the coast of Chile in
run 3.
Among the southern continente.the G500 over : y outh America is
lower than over Australia and Africa due to a much lower SLP. This
can be seen in the difference and significance maps (fig 3k ). In
contrast to the broken southern vubtropical high pressure cells in
run 2.a more organized large scale structure can be found over the
Pacific and Indian oceans in run 3.The hydrostatic effec`, of the
warm continents spreading on both sides of the oceans, as discussed
earlier, is also reflected in the G500 difference map.
Recently .Kasahara (1980) has reviewed the influence of
crography on the general circulation of the troposphere. Figure 31
(after Kasahara) is a schematic representation of two types of
blocking pattern,taken from Kikuchi (1970). Kasabara noted that the
blocking bigb and diffluent structures could be caused by large
scale topography as well as land-sea temperature contrast. In G500
of run 3 . a diffluent structure resembling that of figure 31
appears over the Himalayas complex with a high closed contour to the
north and a low to the south. The strong westerlies here have split
Into two streams,one towards the north and the other to the south of
the Tibetan plateau, in agreement with observational studies.To the
southwest of this region,waves can be seen over India. Furthermore.
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the elevated thermal influence of the Himalayas complex Is reflected
In the significant difference in fig. 5k . A similar diffluent
pattern with no closed contour can also be seen in southern
Greenland.
With orography ( but zonal SST) in run 3. the model has
generated a diffluent structure in the Gulf of Alaska. with a warm
ridge in the north(over the cootinent)and cold trough to the south
(over the ocean). The trough is just to the north of the cold
low.which was mentioned in the discussion of the SLP map. This is a
Quasi-barotropic feature. and the pattern extends up to the 300mb
surface. Such a diffluent structure appears to be related to a
trough formed on the leeward side of the Himalayas complex (over
Japan), and results in a transport of warm air downstream towards
high northern latitudes. Subsequently. a warm high or ridge built up
over Alaska. Thus. the process leading to the diffluent structure
may be an indirect orographic effect. involving also the land-sea
temperature contrast.
In northern polar latitudes 	 . significant positive
differences of G500 can be seen 	 . e.g.. over Greenland and the
nor t hern ice cap. despite the colder temperature of run 3 in these
regions. The reason for the higher G500 is the higher SLP of run 3
In these areas.except south of Iceland and Alaska where warming
takes place. In Siberia and central Canada, on the other hand
negative difference j: G500 are found due to the extremely cold
temperatures. I,ui only a portion of the area shows significance.
Spherical harmonic analysis
As seen in the horizontal fields, the orograpby diverts the
tie'
zonal flow into meridiunal motions and also affects the atmosphere
thermally through the elevated beat and cold sources. One might
therefore expect the spherical harmonic analysis of run 3 to
show a few new dominant harmonics, although many of the major
I
characteristics may be retained in the global harmonic structure of
i	 SLP. G500 (table 1) and	 T10-8 (Table2).
For SLP of run 3, the dominant (1.0) ba ► • monle again indicates
the excess of mass in the the	 Northern Hemisphere.	 The (4.0)
harmonic ranks a step lower.witb smaller amplitude.than in run 2.but
still reflects the subtropical highs and equatorial low as dominant
features of the SLP structure. The polar-equatorial difference
represented by the	 (2,0) harmonic in run 3 has a re.veral of phase
which reflects the high SLP in the winter hemisphere together with a
slightly lower pressure 	 in the tropics. Furthermore. high SLP in
the northern polar region and	 relatively low pressure in mid
latitudes can also be seen from the (3.0) barmonic.which is 7th in
run 3 and 10th in 2 with 180 degree phase difference indicating
relatively low pressure in the northern polar region in run 2.
The slightly enhanced amplitude of the Asiatic anticy lone in
run 3 is shown by the (1.1) harmonic which still remains the 3rd
leading harmonic as in run 2,while the (3,2) .(4.4) and (5,4)
harmonics	 which follow	 exhibit similar or slightly larger
magnitudes-The (3,3) harmonic, reflecting 3 longitudinal waves or
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eolle.which appears as 7 th harmonic lo run 2, is no longer among
the too leading harmonics of run 3 when topography is included.
for G500. the first 3 leading harmonics of run 3 are similar
to those of run 2 except that smaller amplitudes are found in the
(2.0) and (1.0) terms.Tbis is a reflection of the higher SLP in the
northern polar region which causes a higher G500 and thus a decrease
of the amplitude.Tbe following leading harmonics of G500 in run 3.
(7.0) and (8.0). show a decrease of magnitude. However.tbe most
Interesting is the (8.0) barmonie.whicb jumps up to 4tb place in
run 3 from 8th place -)f 2.with dramatic increase of amplitude. This
may be explained by the difference map of G500 (fig.3k). Higher
heights over the Arctic ice cap and Antartica.and also near the
Himalayas complex and around latitude 405. together with a decrease
of height over Siberia. Canada and the southern oceans. all
contribute to the importance and high amplitude of the (8.0)
harmonic.	 The effect of	 the continents on the longitudinal
variations of G500 can be seen from the last four harmonics.Tbree
of the harmonics. (8.2),(5,2) aid (7.2). are of longitudinal wave
number 2, and indicate relatively small scale or cellular structures
by their high number of nodal parallels (D-m).
With the presence of elevated beat and cold sources, the
(2.0) and (1.0) harmonics of T10-6 in run 3 still remain as the
first two leading components,witb little higher amplitude than in
2 .	 Furthermore. the (3.0) term,absent in 2, becomes the 3rd
leading barmouic of run 3.its phase angle of 100 degrees reflecting
colder temperatures in the northern polar region as well as warming
In the Himalayas.However, the high temperature in this region is
mainly due to the extrapolation from the surface temperature, as
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discussed earlier. The influence of the colder elevated Siberian
high is also seen in the increased magnitude of the (1.1) harmonic.
The last 2 components of run 2.(3.3). and (3.1) . are now replaced
In run 3 by (4.1) and (5.2). 	 Finally. the 7th harmonic of run 2.
(4.2) .is replaced by a (5.4) harmonic. which indicates a more
Irregular or cellular temperature distribution in northern high
latitudes.
Horizontal fields (part ii)	 43
Although the sensible heat flux of run 3 (11g.3o) generally
shows a similar pattern to that of run 2 . the difference and
significance maps (fig. 3n ) do reflect the differences discussed
In the context of the SAT. For example. the northward movement of
the cold Siberian high results in more sensible heat flux over
northern Japan. while a dramatic and significant reduction takes
place in the Bering Sea and Alaska. where relatively warm southerly
flow now comes from the Aleutian low. For the same reason . the
relatively warm onshore advection from the Pacific ocean has also
reduced the sensible beat transfer over eastern China and north of
India.
In tl— western hemisphere, a slight but significant increase
of heat flux can be found on the New England coast and northeast of
Hudsons Bay. Surrounding Iceland . a highly significant drop of
sensible	 beat transfer is seen. This can best be explained by
comparing the surface winds of both runs (fig. 3f) in the region
around latitude SON. Briefly.a generally southerly warm air flow is
found south of Iceland in run 3 compared with the mainly zonal
westerlies and weak northerly flow of cold air from Greenland in
run 2.
A significant increase of the eensible beat flux in the low
layers is also seen over the region of the white Sea in northwestern
USSR The cold low south of the Gulf of Alaska discussed earlier
also shows a significant increase of appreciable amount from the
oceanic region. A generally insignificant increase of sensible beat
in the northern part of South America and a decrease in the central
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part are found	 This is related to the southward shift of the
ralubelt in South America resulting from topography .which will be
discussed later.
Relatively small but significant increases of sensible heat
flux are found in the oceans west of Chile and South Africa. and are
also seen in the zonal profile (fig. ib).Tbis appears to be due to
the flow of cold air around the subtropical highs .which is now
diverted toward the ocean by the Andes and the highlands of southern
Africa. Finally. a significant increase of sensible heat flux can
I
also be found over the elevated Antarctic continent.
Figure 3m shows the map of mean daily evaporation of
run 3.while the mean meridional profile is seen in figure lb. As in
the profile of run 2 (in the same figure).higb evaporation is found
in run 3 between latitudes 	 35N and S. while the high uorthe n
latitudes show stronger evaporation than the corresponding latitudes
in the Southern Hemisphere mainly due to the vigorous transport of
cold dry air from the continents to the adjacent oceans.
The difference and significance maps of evaporation (fig.
3o) reflect many of the features discussed earlier. Increased
evaporation is found to the west of the southern continents and
farther extended into the oceans along about latitude 25S. This
Increase can be explained by the surface winds of run 3 (fig.3f)
In which stronger wind can be found over the region of increased
evaporation. This is particularly evident off the coast of Chile.
The Himalayas complex also creates an irregular
evaporation pattern. as can be seer from the significant positive
and negative differences in the northern Indian ocean. A careful
as
examination of the SLP map of run 3 in the region shows a small high
pressure area in the Arabian Sea. Surface winds are onshore in
eastern India in run 3.wbicb is certainly unrealistic compared to
run 2 where the flow is offshore. On the other band, the increase of
evaporation
	 north of Japan and the decrease to its south are
expected results of the northward shift of the Siberian high. In
addition, there are many local regions where the evaporation
differences are significant: for exam,)le, in the cold low south of
the Gulf of Alaska, and with smaller magnitude. in the Gulf of
Mexico as well as southwest of the Canary Islands.
	 Finally.
decreased evaporation south of Iceland and also in the Bering Sea
are due more or less. to the same cause as discussed with respect
to the seusible beat flux difference.
In figure 3p.1t appears that high elevation of Antarctica has
Induced more low cloud cover in run 3. The difference and signific-
ance maps (fig. 3q ) also reflect more than a PO percent increase of
low clouds there.Furtbermore.tbey reveal many large and small Peale
regional differences. 	 The increase of evaporation in the South
Pacific and Indian Oceans between IDS and 30S noted above also
results in a significant increase of low cloud cover. Somewhat less
significance is associated
	 with the	 low clouds in the South
Atlantic.
Highly significant increases of cloud cover can be seen
over the ocean west of Mexico and in the Arabian Sea. with increases
of 30 percent or more. The posii. + ve differences over eastern China
and significant negative difference of low cloud to the north once
again demonstrate the influenc? of the Himalayas_ Over Afgbaniste.a.
the incorporation of orograpby seems to suppress the formation of
jr
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low level clouds while significantly eubancing the middle and high
clouds.
It is interesting to see a large area with slight increases
of low cloud cover
	 (5 percent or more ) , but still highly
significant, around northern mid-latitudes from the Mississippi
valley across the Atlantic Ocean and through the Mediterranean Sea
to the Caspian Sea. Similarly, another band can be seen extending
from Japan across most of the Pacific along 40N.
The mean daily precipitation of run 3 is shown in figure 3p.
In South America , the NW-3E oriented rainbelt of run 2 is now
changed to a more longitudinal direction, and the northern part of
the maximum rainfall region is now shifted soutb-westward over the
Andes of Peru. This migration of heavy precipitation is best illus-
trated in the difference and significance maps (fig.3r) and also in
the zonal precipitation profile (fig. 31). Difference of more than
7mm daily rainfall due to the orographic effect can be found on
both the west and east elevated regions. Apparently, the Andes
Mountains have blocked the dry subsiding air from the subtropical
high west of Chile from penetrating inland. This can be verified
by comparing the surface winds of run 3 and 2 in figure 3f
Increased daily precipitation is also found along the
African highlands and a slight but significant increase of rainfall
can be seen extending to the South Atlantic Ocean. For much the
same reason, the area of heavy rainfall has moved both westward
and eastward to the higher elevations in Australia. In general,
small but significant decreases of precipitation in run 3 are
found over southern tropical oceans.
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Over eastern China . a dramatic increase of precipitation
Is seen associated with the northward retreat of the Qiberian high
noted before. This area has experienced an onshore surface wind
which advects warm moist air from the Pacific Ocean. A signi-
ficant lDcroase of total cloud cover is also found. Increased evapo-
ration to the northeast of New Guinea and enhanced orograpbic uplift
have increased the amount of precipitation In that area.
Other then the Increase of precipitation over Ieeland.wbere
strong low level convergence occurred in run 3. there is so visible
effect of topography on the computed precipitation over North
America and Europe in the coarse-mesh model.
Neridional cross-sections
Figure 39 displays the temperature cross-section of run 3
which is qualitatively similar to that of run 2. In most of the
troposphere outside of the high latitudes of the Northern Hemi-
sphere the difference and significance cross-sections (fig.3t) show
significant warming due to the elevated heat source. For example.
over Antarctica	 increases of more than 3 °C can be found in
the troposopbere	 and stratosphere. Furthermore. the thermal
influence of the Andes and African highlands can be seen above 500mb
In the southern tropics around 27S as well as at 4N. but with a far
smaller contribution from the central African higbland.The elevated
cold sources of Siberia and Canada, as well as the northern ice
cap.as discussed earlier, are also reflected is the colder zonal
mean temperature of the lower troposphere.
In the subtropical latitude band of the Northern Hemi-
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sphere, the effect of the Himalayas complex noted before is also
seen , with temperatures more than 3 e C warmer at the surface
in the difference cross-sectioo . However, colder (negative)
temperatures of 1.5 0  are found in the low stratosphere above.
An important role played by the mountains, as revealed in
the temperature difference and significance cross-sections. is the
generation of highly significant warming in the stratosphere,
especially over the northern polar region where increases of 10
°C can be found.	 A strong ascending column
	 ,which elants.
nortbward at higher alititudes into the stratosphere, is found at
65N near the surface in the vertical velocity cross-section of run 3
(which will be discussed later).assoaiated with the Aleutian and
Icelandic lows. A considerable amount of beat must have been trans-
ported upward to the polar stratosphere to cause the warming.
The cross-section of zonal wind for run 3 (fig. 3s) shows a
pattern similar to that of run 2. except that the region of equato-
rial easterlies now extends southward to 233. From the difference
and significance cross-sections(fig.3u),the easterly circulation has
weakened in the northern equatorial stratospbere.wbile strengthening
significantly (by 6 m/sec) at 10S.
It may be helpful to compare the difference cross-sections
of temperature and zonal wind through the thermal wind relationship.
For instance, warming of the polar stratosphere in both hemispheres
has significantly reduced the westerlies in those regions. The
relative warming of the equatorial stratosphere together with
cooling at 35N have strengthened the westerlies significantly by as
much as 12 m/sec over 16N in the stratosphere. Similarly. the
thermal influence of the southern continents results in a slight
i
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Increase of the westerlies (by 3 e/sec) over middle latitudes of the
southern stratosphere.
The seridiosal wind cross-section of run 3 is displayeJ in
118ure 3v. As noted carlier,strong meridional flow patterns are
found in middle and high northern latitudes in run 3. However, only
a very small. or nearly zero, meridional component is seen in the
cross-section due to the positive and negative cancellation. In the
tropics, the trade winds at low levels and the divergence aloft are
more consistent and well defined as illustrated in the
cross-section.
	 As compared to run 2. the Hadley cells of run 3
(especially the southern cell) show more intense circulation and
also extend to higher stratospheric levels (see the vertically
elongated pattern above 25S) including the strongest meridional wind
regions of both cells. Furthermore. the ITCZ at higher levels has
shifted a few degrees southward. All these feature@ can be seen in
the difference and significance cross-sections (fig. 3w).
In the lower stratosphere below 200mb at 39N. a positive
difference of meridional circulation can be found .while at the
surface. run 3 shows a more northerly component. High SLP in the
Arctic also creates a northerly component at the surface compared
with the surface wind of run 2.
From the vertical velocity cross-section of run 3 (fig.3v).it
appears that the Andes and African highlands have shifted the
southern ascending branch from 12S in run 2 southward to ZOS in
run 3. with strongly enhanced rising motion. Consequently, strong
subsidence is found to the 	 south at 35S. In the northern
counterpart, the ascending branch has weakened.but remains located
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at 4N. Again. the difference and significance cross-sections (fig.
,x) reflect these features. Stronger rising notion is found at 43
above 300ab. This together with the stronger ascending notion in 'be
southern Hadley cell may possibly be related to the warning of the
tropical stratosphere (also see the meridional wind cross-section).
The thermal influence of the Himalayas complex has
apparently separated the descending branch of the northern Hadley
cell from a mid tropospheric sinning stream.associated with the cold
high 3LP to the north of the mountain complex.
Around latitude 07 in both hemispberes,relatively wean
ascending motion can be found with corresponding subsidence at the
poles. especially in the northern ascending branch,as mentioned
earlier,is related to the polar stratosphere warming in run 3. Two
regions of maximum ri.ing notion can be found, one in the low level
convergence and the other above 200mb fa r ther north.
Hummary and conclusions
	 51
from the results of the two water planet experiments,
there is apparently no major large scale difference between the
two runs. Furthermore. U,ie model seems to be capable of generat-
ing a steady climatic state in only a few simulation months
from an initial state of zero motion, as can be seen from the last
three experiments. In the last run.witb topography included.the dry
Initial state caused a radiative cooling effect in the polar
region of the wister bemispbere in the first few months. However.
in this run also . a quasi-steady climatic state is reached after-
ward. Tberefore.tbe initial conditions seem to be a minor problem
In a climate simulation.
As expected from the forcing by zonal symmetric surface
boundary conditions.in
 the water planet run all mean variables
show a predominantly zonal symmetric character. as confirmed by
the leading terms of the spherical harmonic analysis. An ITCZ.
with a band of maximum precipitation and strong upward vertical
velocity is found over 4N where the 'ST is a maximum. This
precipitation peak agrees very well with the most recent
estimates of the observed precipitation over the Pacific Ocean.
Furthermore. the water planet zonal mean profile of SLP Is very
close to the observed climatological profile in the tropics.
In run 2. through strong sensible Deat flux. augmented
by latent beat released. continents act as regional beat sources
In the tropics g ad in the summer hemisphere. In contrast. high
albedo snow extends soutbward to 90N over northern high latitude
continents. which serve as large scale beat sinks. Dynamically,
monsoonal mass exchange takes place between the cold (warm) cont-
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Insets and the warm (cold) adjacent oceans, accompanied by low
cloud formation during the exchange process. However. the zonal
mean sea level pressure profile of thin flat dry continent model
differs only sligbtly from that of the water planet. In addition.
the 800 mb flow pattern of run 2 also shown a predominantly zonal
circulation. Tbus.the effects of the zero elevation dry continents
seem to be confined to the lower troposphere.
In the flat continents run, the southern contin,ni.s induce
a second Hadley cell and ITCZ in the southern tropics, and cause
strong easterly flow to appear in the equatorial region. Further-
more, the heated continents of the model have a desiccating effect
on the precipitation. The band of maximum precipitation at 4N in
the water planet is reduced sharply in run 2, and the heaviest
rainfall is found over South America and the equatorial region of
Africa.
In run 3, with oror, ,r apby included. the elevated terrain
produces a colder surface air temperature in high latitudes of
Eurasia and North America. Consequently, intense ccotinental
high sea-level pressure centers build up and move closer do their
observed positions in the Northern Hemisphere. although in some
cases these "corrections" are excessive. On the other hand, the
elevated beat sources provided by the southern continents streng-
then the Hadley circulation unrealistically in the Southern Hemi-
sphere, and result in generally lower sea-level pressures than
either observed or generated by the previous runs.
i
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rrom the mean temperature difference cross-section. it is
also apparent that the mountainous terrain exerts a considerable
and significant effect on the model's stratosphere. The mid-trop-
ospheric circulation generated with the mountainous model also
generally shows a more meridional pattern and irregular. diffluent
structures than that of the flat continent run.The presence of be
Himalayas complex. the Andes. and the African highlands do have
noticeable effects on the precipitation in these regions. but
almost no effects are found over North America or Europe in the
coarse-mesh model. Finally. none of the three runs generates the
sub-Antarctic low found in nature.
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a ttom) Mean evaporation for run a .
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Bottom) significance level .
fig.3o gvaporatioo	 Top) Mean difference for run 3 - run t .
^Sottom) Significance level
Fig.ap	 Top) Moso low cloud cover for run 3
i9ottom) Mean precipitation for run 3
fig.Sq Lou cloud cover: Top) Mean difference for run 3 - run 2 .
Bottom) significance level .
Fig.Sr precipitation : (Top) Mean difference for run a - run 2
(Bottom) significance level
Fig.3s (Top) Temperature cross-section for run 3 .
(Bottom) Zonal wind cross-section for run 3.
Fig-St Temperature	 (Top) Mean difference for run 3 - run 2
(Bottom) significance level .
Fig.Su Zonal wind	 (Top) Mean difference for run S - run 2
(Bottom) Significance level .
Fig.3v (Top) Meridional wind cross-section of run 3 .
(Bottom) Vertical velocity cross-section for run 3
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(Bottom) significance level .
Fig.3z Vertical velocity : (Top) Mean difference for run S - run 2.
(Bottom) significance level .
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